Baie? What brings together the story of the ruins of Babylon and the Ghats of the Ganges? Actually, these seemingly disjointed narratives make up a vast library of interconnecting Indian Ocean island stories. In this study I will use the image of 'Banaras' as the locus of an inter-textual reading exercise connecting the literary spaces of Mauritian writer and filmmaker Barlen Pyamootoo with other stories like those mentioned above. Pyamootoo's literary universe reveals to us the dynamic, multilayered and polyphonic nature of Indian Ocean island cultures.
The Ocean of the Streams of Story was in fact the biggest library in the universe. And because the stories were held here in fluid form, they retained the ability to change, to become new versions of themselves, to join up with other stories and to become yet other stories; so that unlike a library of books, the Ocean of the Streams of Story was much more than a storeroom of yarns. It was not dead but alive. (Rushdie 1990: 71-72) Like Rushdie's Sea of Stories, Barlen Pyamootoo's literary universe, revolving around the historical realities and the cultural symbolism that define 'Banaras,' brings home to us the fluid inter-connectedness of oceans, islands, nations, peoples, commodities and cultures. I argue that these circulating, connecting and hybrid stories constitute the 'cultural space' of Mauritius in the Indian Ocean. Pyamootoo's first novel, Bénarès (1999) , is set in contemporary Mauritius. The narrator and his friends, who belong to the village named Bénarès in Mauritius, go to Port Louis city in search of prostitutes for a night. The story recounts their journey back from the city to the far interior of the island where their village is situated. Embedded in this return journey is the narrator's fabricated story of his own travel to the ancient Indian city of Banaras. Pyamootoo's second novel, Le tour de Babylone (2002) , recounts the voyage of the narrator to the ancient city of Babylon in Iraq towards the end of Saddam Hussein's reign. 1 The 'tall tapering spires that whittle away at the sky' (92) seem to come straight out of the Bible yet they are hauntingly part of a war-torn country. Despite the geographical and historical differences, the Middle Eastern city 'reduced to its memories' and its people who are 'as beautiful as its ruins' remind the narrator of his compatriots in the 'steep' streets of his own Mauritian village (114). Babylon and Banaras in both books are thus described as mythical symbols that have survived the violence and desolation of present times. The spires of Babylon, the temple towers of the Indian city of Banaras, and the chimney of the abandoned sugar mill factory in the Mauritian village of Bénarès connect this inter-textual universe through the visual image of verticality. Three main streams of stories seem to appear around Banaras in Pyamootoo's 'Grand
Océan': the story of eternity, the story of global tourism, and the story of language. The most prominent of the three appears to be the tale of eternity. As Mark Twain (1897) puts it, Banaras, the city, is 'older than history, older than tradition, older even than legend and looks twice as old as all of them put together.' It was the capital of the kingdom of Kasi around 500 BCE and the commercial centre for muslin and silk. The
Vedas refer to the city as Kasi or Kashi, 'the luminous one,' as an allusion to the city's historical status as a centre of learning, literature, and culture. The city, also known as form the powerful national narrative of 'coolie' romance (Ravi 2007 These stifled voices and muted accounts have found a place in Pyamootoo's literary 'Grand Océan' of stories. In this world, the story of Banaras has multiple trajectories:
sometimes it flows into the dominant story of eternity, at times it intersects with the story of diasporic orientation and at times it changes its orientation and recreates itself completely, thus demonstrating that while the narrative of Banaras continues to vehicle the story of ancestral belonging in Mauritius it is not the only story circulating in the Indian Ocean.
We note that in Le tour de Babylone (tour means both 'tower' and 'tour' in French) it is the dictionary and not a religious text that is valorised as the window, which opens the PORTAL, vol. 9, no. 1, January 2012. 5
world of knowledge to the narrator and the desire to experience eternity.
I set off again, remembering the first photo I saw of Babylon, it was in an old dictionary. I shut myself in my room and spent a long time studying the ruins divested of their layers of earth and the black stones laid flat, in a line, that was when I promised myself I will see the scale of the whole plain. (99) The narrator Ah! 'These commercial interests-spoiling the finest life under the sun. Why must the sea be used for trade-and for war as well? Why kill and traffic on it, pursuing selfish aims of no great importance after all? It would have been so much nicer just to sail about with here and there a port and a bit of land to stretch one's legs on, buy a few books and get a change of cooking for a while. But, living in a world more or less homicidal and desperately mercantile, it was plainly my duty to make the best of its opportunities. (1910 online)
Conrad's novella about Pearl (that is how he names Mauritius in this narrative) begins by decrying the homicidal and mercantile world of the Indian Ocean, ignoring that it was maritime commerce that had brought the Europeans to these parts and which had exposed the island as a potential place for experiencing 'the finest life under the sun.'
Conrad paints a bleak picture of an old and parochial French society in decline but, despite his criticism of the commercialization of the Indian Ocean, he does not make a single mention in the novella of the thousands of Indians and descendants of Africans without whom the island and the Ocean would not have become a commercial hub at the beginning of the twentieth century.
To some extent Conrad's novella foreshadows Naipaul's (1972) In my mind's eye I saw the Ganges and the sandalwood and wilted flowers floating slowly down the river, and then some faces of the people who kneel all day in prayer, and the faces of the dying who sleep on the streets when they have been thrown out of old people's homes because they are the wrong caste, and the clothes they wear when they're dead, the same as those of the children who sell garlands and who hassle pilgrims and tourists for a few rupees. (Pyamootoo 2004: 48) .
While the 'mind's eye' of the narrator in Bénarès is drawn towards the images of desolation and destitution, the author/narrator in Salogi's imagines the city like 'le sésame d'un monde evanescent' (130, 'the key to the ephemeral'). In Pyamootoo's literary 'Grand Océan,' the image of the ephemeral and enchantment intersects with images of poverty and misery that in turn resonate with the stories of contemporary Babylon where romantic images of eternity have been replaced by filth, rubble and wretchedness: 'The people say they are too poor to be able to pay teachers so their children hang around the streets and play catch with stones. And the streets are filthy they must look like pools of paraffin when it rains, with all leftovers floating about' (100).
Yet these intersecting stories of desolation flow paradoxically into the story of desire for a mystical union with the universe. Like the tour of Babylon, the fictitious tourist's tour of modern Banaras in India becomes yet another creolized version of the story of eternity set in the mythical city of Kasi:
Every time we saw each other he'd tell me he'd never have thought it, that there could be another Banaras, and it unnerved him, there being two places with the same name that are so far apart, so different, and he felt proud to live in one of them, maybe because it gave him the feeling of opening up to the world, of becoming part of some network which must have seemed pretty vast and mysterious, which he'd never suspected existed until then … (Pyamootoo 2004: 49) Banaras, in this literary universe, is a symbolic locus of transcultural and transoceanic connections. As is apparent in the quotation above, the Hindu myth of creation and salvation encapsulated in the symbolism of Banaras is translated into a universal myth of connection. This spiritual connection transcends oceans, territories and civilizations.
As noted earlier, the narrator in Le tour de Babylone, when confronted with the images of war and poverty in Babylon, is at first despairing: ' I am so lost in my thoughts wondering whether this trip to Babylon means anything? ' (Pyamootoo 2004: 87) .
However it is through his narration of the ruins of Babylon, the description of urchins, street musicians, fairs, prostitutes, gypsies, shopkeepers and violence, that he finds a connection with his own village and eventually his sense of self.
In Pyamootoo's literary 'Grand Océan,' the story of Banaras is not just a creolized story of eternity, it is also the social history of plural language affiliations in Mauritius. In 's (2008: 81) , the author/narrator declares that he is fortunate that he has been fed on so many different languages (Creole, French, English, Bhojpuri, Tamil, Chinese).
Salogi
What he refers to as his 'babil ' (2008: 82) or his babble is phonetically close to Babel (both in French and in English), the biblical tower that in turn refers us to the myth of God's punishment of man through the creation of plural tongues. 5 But in Pyamootoo's 'language,' 'babil' is not just babble (babillage) or 'confused medley of sounds'-it is a conscious play with different words and accents of the different languages spoken and heard on the island, transforming his language into a source of pride and not a babelish (babélique) source of angst or disarray.
If we take into consideration the stream metaphor suggested by the associated verb, babiller in French, 6 Pyamootoo's story 'flows' against the Babel myth of linguistic confusion. The story of language plurality in Mauritius is the story of engineered harmony and not of incomprehensible disunity. Much like the author's choice of title, Salogi's (meaning Salogi's world) for his Francophone novel, which the author says he retained both for its semantic precision and its phonetic attractiveness, Mauritius has a very complex story of language usage. Although English, as the legacy of British colonial rule until 1968, is the official language of the Mauritian state, it is interesting to note that it is a bureaucratic medium but not a spoken language there. On the other hand,
French is the primary linguistic medium on television, on radio and in the print media.
Franco-Mauritians and elite mixed-race Creoles, who dominate the private sector economy and the print media, also speak French. The dominant vernacular language of Mauritius is 'Kreol Morisyen.' Mauritian Bhojpuri is also spoken by roughly onequarter of the population. While Hindi is not a daily spoken language in Mauritius, it is considered purer than Bhojpuri that has many Creole words. Hindu activists seeking to ethnicize language promote Hindi as the emblematic core of a pure Hindu identity in Mauritius (Eisenlohr 2007: 59-80) . As shown earlier, it is through the medium of Hindi that the pilgrimage to Ganga Talao and the establishment of the iconic geography of pilgrimage to Banaras is realized.
Thus in Pyamootoo's literary world, we keep travelling between several 'story streams' of Banaras in different languages; between Kasi, the mythical city described in Sanskrit PORTAL, vol. 9, no. 1, January 2012. 11 texts; Banaras, the colonial city; Varanasi, the post-national city; Bénarès, the Mauritian 'Creolization … to borrow an image familiar to islanders, as the endless movement of waves on the island's coasts bringing new elements while taking away old elements.
The line of the coast slowly changed, erosion takes its toll, but the ocean with its movements adds new deposits' (Vergès 2007: 137) . Réunion and in the Caribbean world refers both to the linguistic and to the dominant ethnicity produced on the islands as a result of contacts between peoples, languages and practices, in Mauritius the word Creole refers to the language and to a specific ethnic group that is predominantly Catholic and that have African, Malagasy or mixed-race origins (Bowman 1991; Eriksen 1990 ). Secular state legislations and assimilationist policies have been more favourable to the production of cultural forms that are widely and self-consciously mixed on the island of Réunion. On the other hand, a British colonial administration with a less interventionist approach to cultural issues and a national policy of multiculturalism have meant that a standardized 'Creole culture' associated with the entire population is not present in Mauritius. As a matter of fact, in
Mauritius, a point identified by Eriksen (2007) , identity is articulated as the tension between multiculturalism (based on the politics of recognition of difference) on one hand, and on the other, creolization as the self conscious and dynamic mix of symbols in a cultural space of displacement and loss. Such a reading allows us to read cultural contact in terms of creolizing instances, as moments in a space-time continuum where processes of creolization co-exist with processes of de-creolization and separation.
My reading of the circulation of the cultural symbol of Banaras in Pyamootoo's literary 'Grand Océan' shows that mixing, creolizing, separating, containing, de-creolizing and re-creolizing are instances that coexist in tension to produce Mauritian subjectivities.
The road story of the narrator in Bénarès moves from Bénarès to Port Louis passing through the island towns of Souillac and Curepipe. It intersects with the myth of Varanasi through the creolized/fabricated tale of the narrator which in turn merges with the tale of pilgrimage to Babylon, and all these stories pour into the story of Salogi, which travels from Banaras in British India, to Curepipe in Mauritius, to Strasbourg in France, back to Trou d'eau douce on the island. These 'Banaras story streams' of eternity, globalisation and language affiliations circulate endlessly, sometimes flowing alongside, sometimes merging, and other times erasing narratives of transcendence, violence and sensuality. Unexpected events and creolizing instances occur in all these stories, their creation cannot be predicted but is predicated on all the stories that are already contained in the 'Grand Océan.'
